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Abstrat
Using a lattie-based Monte Carlo ode for simulating self-avoiding exible polymers in three
dimensions in the absene of expliit hydrodynamis, we study their Rouse modes. For self-avoiding
polymers, the Rouse modes are not expeted to be statistially independent; nevertheless, we
demonstrate that numerially these modes maintain a high degree of statistial independene. Based
on high-preision simulation data we put forward an approximate analytial expression for the mode
amplitude orrelation funtions for long polymers. From this, we derive analytially and onrm
numerially several saling properties for self-avoiding exible polymers, suh as (i) the real-spae
end-to-end distane, (ii) the end-to-end vetor orrelation funtion, (iii) the orrelation funtion of
the small spatial vetor onneting two nearby monomers at the middle of a polymer, and (iv) the
anomalous dynamis of the middle monomer. Importantly, expanding on our reent work on the
theory of polymer transloation, we also demonstrate that the anomalous dynamis of the middle
monomer an be obtained from the fores it experienes, by the use of the utuation-dissipation
theorem.
PACS numbers: 36.20.-r,64.70.km,82.35.Lr
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I. INTRODUCTION
Polymer dynamis is a eld where rst-priniple analytial derivations of most quantities
of interest from mirosopi monomeri movements are diult to ome by. Indeed, the
answer to the question why phantom polymers (theoretial realizations of polymers that
an interset themselves) remain, to this day, the entral pillar for studying polymer dy-
namis is easily traed to the fat that they allow full analytial alulations of essentially
all of their dynamial properties. In the absene of expliit hydrodynamis, a phantom
polymer's dynamis is desribed by the so-alled Rouse equation that forms the basis of
all analytial alulations [1, 2℄. The Rouse equation holds in the high-visosity limit of
the surrounding medium, and the dynamis of the monomers are overdamped, i.e., the
veloity of eah monomer at any given time is proportional to the total fore it experienes.
In the Rouse equation the total fore in any monomer is omprised of the spring fores
due to its neighboring monomers, and the random thermal fores from the surrounding
medium. The linearity of the Rouse equation allows one to deompose it into linear dynam-
ial equations of independently evolving (Rouse) modes, whih are the Fourier transforms
of the monomer o-ordinates in three dimensional spae. In detail, we onsider a polymer
of length N , onsisting of N + 1 monomers onneted sequentially by N bonds (harmoni
springs). The positions
~Rn(t) of monomers n = 0, . . . , N at time t an then undergo Fourier
transformation, yielding for the amplitude of the p-th mode (p is an integer ≥ 0)
~Xp(t) =
1
N + 1
N∑
n=0
cos
[
π(n+ 1/2)p
N + 1
]
~Rn(t). (1)
The ornerstone of all analytial alulations for phantom polymer dynamis is the following
relation for p, q 6= 0, derived exatly from the Rouse equation:
Xpq(t) = 〈 ~Xp(t) · ~Xq(0)〉 ∝ N
p2
exp
[
−A p
2
N2
t
]
δpq, (2)
where δpq is the Kroneker delta funtion, and A a onstant. All throughout this paper, the
angular brakets represent an average over the equilibrium ensemble of polymers. Equation
(2) is further supplemented by X0p(t) = 0 for p 6= 0, and X00(t) = mδ(t), where ~X0(t) is
the loation of the enter-of-mass of the polymer at time t, and m ∝ 1/N is the mobility
of the enter-of-mass of the polymer. The Kroneker delta terms signify the statistial
independene of the modes of a phantom polymer. Using these mode amplitude orrelation
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funtions, the quantities of interest for a phantom polymer an be analytially traked by
reonstruting them from the modes [1, 2℄. However, in reality, a polymer is not phantom,
but is self-avoiding. The self-avoidane property introdues long-range orrelations along
the bakbone of the polymer, and it destroys the linearity of the Rouse equation, making
a similar [to Eq. (2)℄ equation for the mode amplitude orrelation funtions impossible to
derive from the appropriately formulated Rouse equation. Beause of this reason, it omes as
no surprise to us that for self-avoiding polymers we have not been able to nd, in published
literature, a omprehensive study of the mode amplitude orrelations that onnets to the
saling properties of self-avoiding polymers.
The purpose of this paper is to put forward an approximate analytial expression for
the mode amplitude orrelation funtions for long polymers, whih is then orroborated
with extensive simulations of a lattie-based model for the dynamis of self-avoiding exible
polymers in three dimensions in the absene of expliit hydrodynamis. To be more preise,
with ν ≈ 0.588 (the Flory exponent in three dimensions), and A1 and A2 two onstants, we
demonstrate that for a self-avoiding Rouse polymer of length N
Xpq(t) = 〈 ~Xp(t) · ~Xq(0)〉 ≈ A1 N
2ν
p1+2ν
exp
[
−A2 p
1+2ν
N1+2ν
t
]
δpq (3)
for p, q 6= 0 holds up to a very good approximation for long polymers, while X0p(t) = 0 for
p 6= 0 and X00(t) ∝ (1/N)δ(t) holds exatly. The reasons why Eq. (3) is not exat are the
following: (a) although numerially the modes maintain a high degree of statistial indepen-
dene, the mode amplitude orrelation funtions are not exatly statistially independent
(we do not expet to be so anyway); and (b) for higher modes (p, q & 6) there are small devi-
ations from exponential behavior at long times. Nevertheless, given that Xpp(0) is a rapidly
deaying funtion of p, the dominant ontribution of the modes to quantities of interest for
the polymer at long time-sales ome from the lower modes. As a result, suh quantities an
be analytially reonstruted from Eq. (3). We demonstrate this by using Eq. (3) to derive
several saling properties for self-avoiding polymers, suh as (i) the real-spae end-to-end
distane, (ii) the end-to-end vetor orrelation funtion, (iii) the orrelation funtion of the
small spatial vetor onneting two nearby monomers at the middle of the polymer, and
(iv) the anomalous dynamis of the middle monomer. Some of these saling laws an also
be obtained from the dynami saling law [1℄. Note that exept the ase for haraterizing
the anomalous dynamis of the middle monomer, all the other quantities (as above) onern
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only the polymer's internal struture; implying that for (i-iii) we only need Eq. (3), while for
the anomalous dynamis of the middle monomer we also need X00(t) and X0p(t) for p 6= 0.
Note also that the standard Rouse result Eq. (2) is reovered when we simply replae ν by
1/2 for a phantom polymer. Apparently, the dominant onsequene of volume exlusion is
the dierent size saling of the self-avoiding hains. The inability for polymers to ross eah
other does not seem to ause large ross-orrelations between dierent modes. Thus, given
the ontent of this paper, we expet that Eq. (3) will provide researhers a way forward for
analytial treatment of the properties of self-avoiding polymers.
The struture of this paper is as follows. In Se. II we desribe our polymer model and
demonstrate the saling property Eq. (3). In Se. III we use Eq. (3) to obtain the sal-
ing properties for the real-spae end-to-end distane and the end-to-end vetor orrelation
funtion. In Se. IV we derive the saling properties of the small spatial vetor onnet-
ing two nearby monomers. In Se. V we derive the anomalous dynamis of the middle
monomer, and by expanding our reent work on the theory of polymer transloation, show
that the anomalous dynamis of the middle monomer an also be obtained by using the
utuation-dissipation theorem. Our onlusions are then summarized in Se. VI.
II. OUR POLYMER MODEL AND THE SCALING PROPERTIES OF THE MODE
AMPLITUDE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
A. Our polymer model and the alulation of the mode amplitudes
Over the last years, we have developed a highly eient simulation approah to polymer
dynamis. This is made possible via a lattie polymer model, based on Rubinstein's repton
model [3℄ for a single reptating polymer, with the addition of sideways moves (Rouse dy-
namis). A detailed desription of this model, its omputationally eient implementation
and a study of some of its properties and appliations an be found in Refs. [4, 5℄.
In this model, eah polymer is represented by a sequential string of monomers, living on a
fae-entered-ubi lattie with periodi boundary onditions in all three spatial diretions.
Monomers adjaent in the string are loated either in the same, or in neighboring lattie
sites. The polymers are self-avoiding: multiple oupation of lattie sites is not allowed,
exept for a set of adjaent monomers. The polymers move through a sequene of random
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single-monomer hops to neighboring lattie sites. These hops an be along the ontour
of the polymer, thus expliitly providing reptation dynamis. They an also hange the
ontour sideways, providing Rouse dynamis. Eah kind of movement is attempted with
a statistial rate of unity, whih provides us with the denition of time. This model has
been used before to simulate the diusion and exhange of polymers in an equilibrated layer
of adsorbed polymers [6℄. Reently, we have used this ode extensively to study polymer
transloation under a variety of irumstanes [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄, and also to study the
dynamis of polymer adsorption [13℄.
Given that our model has periodi boundary onditions in all three spatial diretions, we
use the following denition for the mode amplitude:
~Xp(t) =
1
N + 1
N∑
n=0
[~Rn(t)− ~R0(t)] cos
[
π(n+ 1/2)p
N + 1
]
, (4)
where
~R0(t) is the loation of the zero-th monomer at time t. In this denition we only
need the spanning vetors, i.e., monomer o-ordinates w.r.t. that of monomer zero. These
spanning vetors are obtained from a summation over the bond vetors between monomers
adjaent in the string. This ompletely avoids the invoation of periodi images, and allows
for spanning distanes whih exeed half the box size. Note that Eq. (4) an be derived
from Eq. (1) as follows. First we use
1
N + 1
N∑
n=0
cos
[
π(n+ 1/2)p
N + 1
]
cos
[
π(n+ 1/2)p′
N + 1
]
=
1
2
δp,p′, (5)
in order to express
~Rn(t), the loation of the n-th monomer w.r.t. that of the enter-of-mass
~Rcm(t) ≡ ~X0(t), from the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (1), as
~Rn(t) = ~Rcm(t) + 2
∞∑
p=1
~Xp(t) cos
[
π(n+ 1/2)p
N + 1
]
. (6)
Then we write
~R0(t) = ~Rcm(t) + 2
∞∑
p=1
~Xp(t) cos
[
πp
2(N + 1)
]
, (7)
i.e.,
~Rn(t)− ~R0(t) = 2
∞∑
p=1
~Xp(t)
{
cos
[
π(n+ 1/2)p
N + 1
]
− cos
[
πp
2(N + 1)
]}
, (8)
from whih Eq. (4) follows with the use of Eq. (5). Equation (4) shows that the modes q 6= 0
relate only to the polymers' strutural onguration, as remarked earlier.
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B. The saling properties of the mode amplitude orrelation funtions
We start with the behavior of X00(t). We note that the internal fores over the entire
polymer at any time sum to zero, and therefore, (for the overdamped dynamis in the
Rouse model) the motion of its enter-of-mass is simply proportional to the average thermal
utuating fore on the entire polymer. This fore is δ-orrelated in time, whih implies that
the enter-of-mass of the polymer simply performs a random walk. In fat, X00(t) = m
′δ(t),
and the mobility m′ ∝ 1/N . This leads us to the result that X00(t) ∝ (1/N)δ(t). We will
return to the motion of the enter-of-mass in Se. V.
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FIG. 1: (a) The saling Xpp(0) ∼ N2ν/p1+2ν demonstrated for p = 1, . . . , 10 for N = 200, 400, 600
and 1000. The solid line orresponds to NXpp(0) ∼ (N/p)−(1+2ν) ≈ (N/p)−2.176. (b) The matrix
χpq(0) ≡ Xpq(0)/
√
Xpp(0)Cqq(0) in logarithmi graysale for p, q = 1, . . . , 10 for N = 1000 in a
square hekerboard plot. See text for details.
Next, for the behavior ofX0p(t) for p 6= 0 we proeed as follows. We note that X0p(0) = 0.
Indeed, X0p(0) is the equilibrium average over the dot produt of ~X0 and ~Xp at zero time
dierene, for whih, for any given value of
~Xp, the enter-of-mass is equally likely to be
present at any loation within the periodi box. For the alulation of X0p(t), having
summed over all the loations of
~X0 for a given value of ~Xp at the rst step, and then having
summed over the ongurations
~Xp at the seond step, we obtain X0p(0) = 0 (from the rst
6
step). Thereafter, we use the result that the enter-of-mass performs a simple random walk,
further implying that X0p(t) = X0p(0), whih equals zero.
10−4 10−3 10−2 10−1 100 101
(p/N)1+2ν t
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
101
−
ln
[X
pp
(t)
/X
pp
(0)
]
FIG. 2: Data ollapse for − ln[Xpp(t)/Xpp(0)] as a funtion of (p/N)1+2νt, for p = 1 (stars), 2
(triangles down), 3 (rosses), 4 (triangles up), 5 (diamonds), 6 (pluses), 7 (irles), and N = 200
(red), 400 (blue), 600 (green) and 1000 (orange). The ollapsed data are tted well with an
exponential; however, we note that there are small (but systemati) deviations from the exponential
behavior for p >> 1. The solid (blak) line orresponds to − ln[Xpp(t)/Xpp(0)] ∼ (p/N)1+2νt.
Finally, we demonstrate the saling property of Xpq(t) for p, q 6= 0 in Figs. 1 and 2.
In Fig. 1(a) we present the data for p = 1, . . . , 10 for N = 200, 400, 600 and 1000,
and demonstrate that Xpp(0) ∼ N2ν/p1+2ν up to a high preision. In Fig. 1(b) we plot
the matrix χpq(0) ≡ Xpq(0)/
√
Xpp(0)Xqq(0) in logarithmi graysale for p, q = 1, . . . , 10
for N = 1000, wherein the diagonal elements are unity by onstrution. The o-diagonal
elements of χpq(0) are typially three or more orders of magnitude smaller than the diagonal
ones. Cross-orrelations between two even or between two odd modes are stritly not zero.
Cross-orrelations between even and odd modes are muh smaller, and it is likely that these
are also stritly not zero, but we annot asertain that within our numerial preision. We
emphasize that the o-diagonal elements of χpq(0) not being zero is not aused by the lak
of numerial preision, or is due to artifats of our model  similar features have been found
in Ref. [14℄ for single polymers, and in Ref. [15℄ for polymer melts; the modes are simply not
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statistially independent for self-avoiding polymers. Nevertheless, the preision with whih
the modes remain statistially independent is remarkable.
In Fig. 2 we plot − ln[Xpp(t)/Xpp(0)] as a funtion of (p/N)1+2νt for p = 1, . . . , 7, and
N = 200, 400, 600 and 1000, and obtain a data ollapse. The ollapsed data are well tted
by an exponential behavior of Xpp(t)/Xpp(0); however, we note that there are small (but
systemati) deviations from the exponential behavior for p & 6. These deviations are larger
for larger p, although this fat is not very learly disernible in Fig. 2.
As remarked before Eq. (3), Figs. 1 and 2 olletively demonstrate that the saling be-
havior Eq. (3) is not exat; instead, it is a rather good approximation. In the following
setions we will use the approximate saling behavior of Eq. (3) and demonstrate that it
reprodues the saling behavior of several observables for self-avoiding polymers.
III. SCALING OF THE END-TO-END DISTANCE AND THE END-TO-END
VECTOR CORRELATION FUNCTION
In order to alulate the equilibrium end-to-end distane we use Eq. (8) and write
~RN (t)− ~R0(t) = 2
∞∑
p=1
~Xp(t)
{
cos
[
π(N + 1/2)p
N + 1
]
− cos
[
πp
2(N + 1)
]}
, (9)
from whih, using the saling relation (3) we extrat
〈[~RN (t)− ~R0(t)]2〉 ≈ 16A1N2ν
∑
p∈ odd
1
p1+2ν
sin2
[
πNp
2(N + 1)
]
= 16A1N
2ν
∑
p∈ odd
1
p1+2ν
{
1− sin2
[
πp
2(N + 1)
]}
. (10)
On the r.h.s. of Eq. (10) the rst term
∑
p∈ odd
p−(1+2ν) sums up to a numerial onstant, and
the seond term
∑
p∈ odd
p−(1+2ν) sin2[πp/2(N + 1)] an be onverted to an integral
8A1
∫ ∞
0
dx
sin2[πx/2]
x1+2ν
with an integrable singularity at x = 0. The rst term produes the well-known Flory saling
behavior 〈[~RN (t)− ~R0(t)]2〉 ∼ N2ν , while the seond term provides a orretion of O(1) to
the saling whih an be negleted in the saling limit.
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The end-to-end vetor orrelation funtion an be similarly expressed in terms of the
mode amplitude orrelation funtions; however, in order to obtain its saling behavior we
do not need to do so. The point is that at long times the dominant ontribution of the end-
to-end vetor omes from the mode p = 1, and thus the approximate saling (3) onrms
that the end-to-end vetor orrelation funtion deays exponentially in time, for whih the
harateristi time for the deay is given by the Rouse time τR ∼ N1+2ν .
IV. THE CORRELATION FUNCTION OF THE SMALL SPATIAL VECTOR
CONNECTING TWO NEARBY MONOMERS AT THE MIDDLE OF THE POLY-
MER
Consider the small spatial vetor ~rn(t) from monomer (N − n)/2 to monomer (N + n)/2
with n≪ N . In this setion we study the behavior of Cn(t) ≡ 〈~rn(t) · ~rn(0)〉.
By expanding in terms of modes, we have
~rn(t) = 2
∞∑
p=1
~Xp(t)
{
cos
[
π(N + n + 1)p
2(N + 1)
]
− cos
[
π(N − n+ 1)p
2(N + 1)
]}
= −4
∑
p∈ odd
~Xp(t) sin
[
πnp
2(N + 1)
]
. (11)
Thereafter, using the approximate saling (3) we obtain
Cn(t) ≈ 16A1N2ν
∑
p∈ odd
1
p1+2ν
sin2
[
πnp
2(N + 1)
]
exp
[
−A2 p
1+2ν
N1+2ν
t
]
≈ 8A1n2ν
∫ ∞
0
dx
x1+2ν
sin2[πx/2] exp[−A2x1+2ν(t/n1+2ν)]. (12)
We did not nd a losed-form expression for the integral in Eq. (12); hene, in order to
obtain the saling behavior of 〈~rn(t) · ~rn(0)〉 with time, we proeed with an approximation
in the following manner. First, we note that at long times the dominant ontribution to the
integral omes from x . A2(t/n
1+2ν)1/(1+2ν). This observation allows us to write
Cn(t) ≈ 8A1n2ν
∫ A2
n
t1/(1+2ν)
0
dx
x1+2ν
sin2[πx/2]. (13)
Next, for suh (small) values of x in the integral (13), we an approximate sin(πx/2) by
πx/2, leading to
Cn(t) ≈ 2A1π2n2ν
∫ A2
n
t1/(1+2ν)
0
dx
x1−2ν
≈ 2π2A1A2(1−ν)2 n2(2ν−1) t−
2(1−ν)
1+2ν . (14)
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The behavior Cn(t) ∼ t−2(1−ν)/(1+2ν) only lasts till the Rouse time, the lifetime of the
lowest mode (p = 1) in the summation of Eq. (12). In Fig. 3 we numerially onrm this
behavior of Cn(t) for N = 390 and n = 6.
102 103 104 105 106 107
t
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
101
C
n
(t)
FIG. 3: Plot of Cn(t) for N = 390 and n = 6. The solid line orresponds to Cn(t) ∼
t−2(1−ν)/(1+2ν) ≈ t−0.378. The steep drop in the data at very long times orresponds to the terminal
(exponential) Rouse relaxation.
V. ANOMALOUS DYNAMICS OF THE MIDDLE MONOMER
A. Mean-square displaement of the middle monomer
To obtain the mean-square displaement of the middle monomer we rst use Eq. (6) to
write
~∆rN/2 ≡ ~RN/2(t)− ~RN/2(0) = ~X00(t)− ~X00(0) + 2
∑
p∈ even
[ ~Xp(t)− ~Xp(0)]. (15)
We then use X0p(t) = 0 and the approximate saling relation (3) to obtain
〈∆r2N/2〉 ≈ 〈[~Rcm(t)− ~Rcm(0)]2〉+ 8
∑
p∈ even
Xpp(0)
[
1− Xpp(t)
Xpp(0)
]
≈ 〈[~Rcm(t)− ~Rcm(0)]2〉+ 8A1N2ν
∑
p∈ even
1
p1+2ν
{
1− exp
[
−A2 p
1+2ν
N1+2ν
t
]}
. (16)
Given that the enter-of-mass performs a random walk, the rst (enter-of-mass) term on
the r.h.s. of Eq. (16), as argued in Se. II, inreases linearly with t, while in the limit
N →∞ the seond term an be onverted to an integral:
∑
p∈ even
1
p1+2ν
{
1− exp
[
−A2 p
1+2ν
N1+2ν
t
]}
= 8A1
∫ ∞
0
dx
x1+2ν
[1− exp(−A2x1+2νt)]
≈ 8A1t
2ν
1+2ν
∫ ∞
0
dx
x1+2ν
[1− exp(−A2x1+2ν)], (17)
whih, up to some onstant fator, sales with time as t
2ν
1+2ν
. One again, the t
2ν
1+2ν
behavior
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FIG. 4: The saling behaviors for the mean-square displaement 〈∆r2(t)〉: for the enter-of-mass
(bottom set of points), and for the middle monomer (top set of points). The dot-dashed line
orresponds to 〈∆r2(t)〉 ∼ t and the solid line orresponds to 〈∆r2(t)〉 ∼ t2ν/(1+2ν).
of the mean-square displaement of the middle monomer will only hold till the lifetime of
the lowest mode in the summation of Eq. (17) (p = 2) saling as the Rouse time τR ∼ N1+2ν ,
after whih 〈∆r2N/2〉 has to inrease linearly with t. Note that Eqs. (16) and (17) onrm
the well-known result that by the Rouse time, the middle monomer typially displaes itself
by the spatial extent of the polymer ∼ N2ν .
In Fig. 4, we onrm the above behavior of the mean-square displaement of the middle
monomer and that of the enter-of-mass. We have also heked, in support of X00(t) ∼ δ(t),
that the probability distribution of the displaement of the enter-of-mass of the polymer
along all three spatial diretion is Gaussian, with the width saling ∼ √t (data not shown).
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B. Flutuation dissipation theorem and the anomalous dynamis of the middle
monomer
In Ses. II and V we argued that the fore on the enter-of-mass of the polymer is the
average over all the thermal fores on the monomers, leading us to X00(t) ∼ δ(t), whih
yielded the ∼ t behavior of the mean-square displaement of the enter-of-mass. This raises
the natural question, namely: is it possible to derive the anomalous dynamis of the middle
monomer  i.e., the 〈∆r2N/2〉 ∼ t
2ν
1+2ν
up to the Rouse time and ∼ t thereafter  from the
ombined fores (internal and external) that at on the middle monomer?
We trae bak the formulation of this problem to our reent work on unbiased poly-
mer transloation through a narrow pore in a membrane [8℄. Therein we showed, in the
following manner, that the anomalous dynamis of transloation  essentially that of the
transloating monomer  an indeed be derived from the fores it experienes. The veloity
of transloation v(t) (along the diretion perpendiular to the membrane) is related to the
fore φ(t) (also ating upon it along the diretion perpendiular to the membrane), via the
impedane memory kernel µ(t) and admittane memory kernel a(t), by
φ(t) =
∫ t
0
dt′ µ(t− t′) v(t′) + g(t), (18)
and
v(t) =
∫ t
0
dt′ a(t− t′)φ(t′) + h(t). (19)
In Eqs. (18) and (19), g(t) and h(t) are the noise terms satisfying 〈g(t)〉 = 〈h(t)〉 = 0, and
the orresponding utuation-dissipation theorems 〈g(t)g(t′)〉 = 〈φ(t)φ(t′)〉v=0 = |µ(t− t′)|
and 〈h(t)h(t′)〉 = 〈v(t)v(t′)〉φ=0 = |a(t − t′)|. Moreover, the uniqueness of the relation
between v(t) and φ(t) ditates that their Laplae transforms must satisfy the ondition
µ(z)a(z) = 1. Finally, we haraterized the anomalous dynamis of transloation by inte-
grating 〈v(t)v(t′)〉φ=0 twie in time: we obtained the mean-square displaement 〈s2(t)〉 of
the transloating monomer to behave as t
1+ν
1+2ν
until the Rouse time τR, beyond whih 〈s2(t)〉
linearly with t. We showed that the memory kernel sheme works beautifully for translo-
ation out of planar onnements [9℄, transloation by a pulling fore at the head of the
polymer [10℄ (and additional bak-pulling voltage [11℄), eld-driven transloation [12℄, and
polymer adsorption [13℄.
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It is easy to see in the above analysis that if 〈φ(t)φ(t′)〉v=0 = |µ(t − t′)| ∼ t−α for
some α, then the mean-square displaement of the transloating monomer has to inrease
as tα. We now show that the above sheme established for the anomalous dynamis of
polymer transloation also works, with the modiation that we now have to deal with
vetor veloity ~v(t) of the middle monomer and vetor fore ~f(t) on it, for the anomalous
dynamis of the middle monomer of a self-avoiding polymer; namely that we will show that
|µ(t− t′)| ∼ t− 2ν1+2ν , whih would imply 〈∆r2N/2〉 ∼ t
2ν
1+2ν
. Of ourse suh power-law behavior
would only hold till the Rouse time.
In order to do so, we rst argue, following Eq. (18), that the impedane memory kernel
µ(t)  that onnets the fores on and the veloities of the middle monomer  sales
∼ t− 2ν1+2ν . Consider the thought experiment in whih we grab the middle monomer and
move it by a small distane
~δr and hold it at its new position; this orresponds to ~v(t) =
~δr δ(t). In time, the information that the middle monomer has moved to a new position
at t = 0 will propagate along the bakbone of the polymer, and at time t, all the monomers
within a bakbone distane nt ∼ t
1
1+2ν
 following the Rouse saling  will equilibrate to
this new situation. These nt equilibrated monomers are however strethed by an amount
~δr. With the entropi spring onstant of n equilibrated monomers saling ∼ n−2ν , the
(restoring) fore the middle monomer would experiene at its new position is given by
~f(t) ∼ n−2νt (−~δr) ∼ t−
2ν
1+2ν (−~δr) [fore = (spring onstant) × (strething distane)℄. In
other words, µ(t) ∼ t− 2ν1+2ν . The utuation-dissipation theorem then ditates that 〈~f(t) ·
~f(t′)〉|~v=0 = |µ(t− t′)| ∼ (t− t′)−
2ν
1+2ν
and 〈~v(t) ·~v(t′)〉|~f=0 = |a(t− t′)| ∼ (t− t′)−
2(1+ν)
1+2ν
. Note
one again that these relations only hold till the Rouse time; by the Rouse time the entire
polymer is equilibrated to the new position of the middle monomer, and beyond that time
the fores on the middle monomer are unorrelated. Finally, the anomalous dynamis of the
middle monomer  〈∆r2N/2〉 ∼ t
2ν
1+2ν
up to the Rouse time and ∼ t thereafter  is retrieved
by integrating 〈~v(t) · ~v(t′)〉~f=0 twie in time.
Implementing the above thought experiment into pratie and thereby traking the restor-
ing fore on the middle monomer in order to determine µ(t) is a ompliated task. Instead,
we fous on the relation 〈~f(t)· ~f(t′)〉~v=0 ∼ t−
2ν
1+2ν
. We x the position of the middle monomer
of a self-avoiding polymer (this orresponds to ~v = 0) and take snapshots of it at equal in-
tervals of time. We then take the snapshot at time t, evolve the entire polymer with its
middle monomer free  over ∆t = 1 unit of time for a multiple number of times, and obtain
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the average displaement vetor ~u(t) of the middle monomer. Note that ∆t = 1 is small
enough suh that the orresponding Eq. (19)  with φ(t) and v(t) replaed by ~f(t) and
~v(t) respetively, and 〈~h(t)〉 = 0  shows that ~u(t) ∝ ~f(t)|~v=0. The behavior of 〈~u(t) · ~u(t′)〉
in time then yields the behavior of 〈~f(t) · ~f(t′)〉|~v=0 = |µ(t− t′)|. Determined in the above
manner, we onrm |µ(t)| ∼ t− 2ν1+2ν exp(−t/τR) in Fig. 5, with 2ν/(1 + 2ν) ≈ 0.54, from
whih, as desribed in the above paragraph, the saling 〈∆r2N/2〉 ∼ t
2ν
1+2ν
an be derived.
101 102 103 104 105
t
10−3
10−2
10−1
|µ(t)|
FIG. 5: The saling behavior of |µ(t)| for N = 400, determined in the manner desribed in the
text. The solid (blak) urve orresponds to |µ(t)| = 0.275t−0.54 exp(−t/τR), with τR ≈ 223801 for
N = 400, obtained from best-tting the orresponding data of Fig. 2.
VI. CONCLUSION
To onlude, in this paper we put forward an approximate analytial expression (3) for
the mode amplitude orrelation funtions Xpq(t) for long polymers, and orroborate its
auray using a lattie-based Monte Carlo simulations of self-avoiding exible polymers in
three dimensions in the absene of expliit hydrodynamis. We report that (a) the mode
amplitude orrelation funtions are not exatly statistially independent (we do not expet
them to be so anyway); instead, numerially the modes maintain a high degree of statistial
independene, and (b) for higher modes (p, q & 6) there are small deviations from the
exponential behavior (3) at long times. Nevertheless, given that Xpp(0) is a rapidly deaying
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funtion of p as per Eq. (3), the dominant ontribution of the modes to quantities of interest
for the polymer at long time-sales ome from the lower modes. As a result, suh quantities
an be analytially reonstruted from Eq. (3). We demonstrate this by using Eq. (3) to
derive several saling properties for self-avoiding polymers, suh as (i) the real-spae end-
to-end distane, (ii) the end-to-end vetor orrelation funtion, (iii) the orrelation funtion
of the small spatial vetor onneting two nearby monomers at the middle of the polymer,
and (iv) the anomalous dynamis of the middle monomer. Given the ontent of this paper,
we expet that Eq. (3) will provide researhers a way forward for analytial treatment of
the properties of self-avoiding polymers.
Importantly, expanding on our reent work on the theory of polymer transloation, we
also demonstrate that the anomalous dynamis of the middle monomer an be obtained
from the fores it experienes, by the use of the utuation-dissipation theorem. Our hope
is that in ases where a polymer's anomalous dynamis exponents are diult to identify,
use of the utuation-dissipation theorem will prove to be an indispensably useful tool; rst
suh ases were our reent work on the theory of polymer transloation as well as above.
In experimental situations, the polymer dynamis is often dominated by hydrodynami
interations. In future work, we therefore intend to extend this study to polymer models
with expliit hydrodynamis.
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